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Faculty approves Teacher Evaluation; Lifts Cut Rule For Juniors, Seniors

Approval of the Faculty Executive Council proposals for evaluation of instructors and the exemption of junior and senior students from the “no credit for work done during summer” rule, were made yesterday by the faculty of the University in a meeting held Wednesday evening.

Beginning next year, no student will be penalized for work done during the summer and no instructor will be penalized for work done in his own field, the faculty said.

The no credit cut rule will be in effect only in the catalogue, but students who fail self-exam will be allowed to write up their own systems of grades for the purpose of deciding whether or not they will take the cut class.

Students who areJuniors and Seniors, but who are enrolled in the College of Arts and Sciences, will be subject to the tenure of the no credit rule and students in the College of Commerce will not be subject to the rule.

Dr. George B. Nylander

Greek Archaeologist

To Give Talks Monday

Dr. George B. Nylander, internationally famous Greek archaeologist, will describe his work at the University this Monday afternoon from 3 to 4 o'clock in the Great Hall.

Dr. Nylander, who is an expert on ancient Greek art and architecture, has made many important contributions to the study of Greek archaeology. He is one of the foremost authorities on the subject and his work has been widely recognized.

Dr. Nylander will be joined by Dr. B. J. S. Lawrence, a specialist in Greek literature and history, who will also give a talk on the subject.

The talks will be held in conjunction with the annual conference of the Archaeological Institute of America, which is being held in the city this week.

ABE Inauguration

ASB Inauguration

First Copies of 'Ole Miss' Slated For Distribution Starting May 17

Chie Omeras, Phi Delta

Capture Top Billing

In University Sing

Chie Omeras and Phi Delta Kappa were first on the list for the school's activities for the annual University Sing, which was held on May 14, 8:30-10:30 p.m. The group was led by Chie Omeras, who is a member of Phi Delta Kappa, and the group was accompanied by the University Singers, who performed several popular songs.

Registration June For Summer School

The deadline for the first term of the summer season will be held on June 1 for both new and returning students, according to Dr. J. E. Robinson, registrar.

Students who register in the registration building after the deadline will have to pay an additional $10 for the summer term. The deadline for the second term is July 1.

Registration for the second term will be held on July 2 for both new and returning students, according to Dr. J. E. Robinson, registrar.

Copies of the schedule book for the summer may be obtained from the office of the Registrar.

Columbia Professor Will Aid Education In This Summer

Dr. Lawrence Albert, professor of the Columbia University, will lecture on the education of children at the University of Mississippi this summer.

Dr. Albert, who is a member of the Columbia University faculty, will lecture on the education of children at the University of Mississippi this summer.

Dr. Albert, who is a member of the Columbia University faculty, will lecture on the education of children at the University of Mississippi this summer.
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Intramural Trophy Awarded Annually To Top Fraternities and Sororities

By Jane Hanson

"Hit that ball! Atta gone, baby!" "Hit's a nil! Kill the umpire!"

But are the Pink Pumas or the Crimson or the Red Sox or the White Soxstanding or the Wild Tigers playing ball? It's an intra-mural softball game, which may or may not determine the championship.

And why so much enthusiasm? There is a little matter of a cup suspended, as fast two runs, one for the girls and one for the boys, engaged in the sport.

Delta Gamma-Leota Girls

These trojans, which are produced each year by Pi Beta Phi, inter-sorority council, and the Inter-Fraternity council, have been given to witness the turning of a new page in the annals of the campus for the last ten years. In recognition of the departures from physical education. If one team wins the cup for five consecutive years, it is hers to keep for the next nine.

In the girls' league, Delta Gammas defeated the Leota girls last week.

The Kappa Sigma's Big Skip Chaps

In the boys' league, it's the Kappa Sig and the Sigma Chi who lead the parade. There is a 1943-44-45 spirit in the air and a strong possibility that the Alpha Epsilon, or Kappa Alpha, will turn up, to add the laurels to the laurels of the past and the present.

But, to the best of our knowledge, the athletic teams have not broken their promise to keep the Alpha Epsilon household.

They have been victorious in the last three years, and their teams are now under the leadership of two former members of the Alpha Epsilon household.

The Miss Band Holds Annual Banquet And Gives Annual Award

The Ole Miss band held its annual award banquet at the Municipal Auditorium last night, sponsored by the Athletic Association. The awards were based on the service to the band and untiring work in the band. The banquet was attended by a large group of students taking part in the celebration.

Those receiving the scholarships were: Charles Elderfield, Joe Lee, Ed White, Joyce Mullin, Joan Moel, Robert Baker, Roy Ott, H. Lee, Richard Simms, Jim Dorn, Bruce Skidmore, Kenneth Rollins, and Steve Little, Eddie Holton, Charles Parish, Lige Summers, and


gifts for graduation

Annually from the benefactors of Ole Miss—Charles Earhart, Miss Ruth Ann Fossett, Miss Thomas Of M.S.U., Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ervin, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Booth, and Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Washburn—Mississippi students are honored with individual gifts. The selection of gifts is determined by the students themselves.

Home Ec Club Installs Officers For Coming Year

Installation of new officers of the Home Economics club was held at the annual Home Economics club banquet, May 14, at the Confederate Cemetery.

The new officers are: T. W. Coleman, president; Betty Jacket, vice president; Martha Jessup, secretary; and Gladys Raymond, treasurer.

The club will be one of the most active in the history of the Home Economics department.

Chemical Students Demonstrate Industry’s Money-Saving Device

Four senior chemical engineering students have assembled a heat exchange apparatus for a demonstration of one of the most fundamental operations in chemical operations.

Known officially as a "Twin-Fin Heat Exchanger", this piece of equipment includes a series of pipes and valves and is built entirely of chemical materials which are used to remove the heat of liquid through the system.

The four students are Roy Sommer of Ridgeland, Robert Carter of Oxford, Miss., and Jack Barlow, both of Lafayette, La., and Dr. Raymond Y. Bailey, assistant professor of chemical engineering.

Books Due May 17

All books to be due May 17. After this date all books will be sold in the library. No books will be checked out except upon written permission from a professor.

GIFTS FOR GRADUATION

FINISHING MACHINES AND EQUIPMENT

of all popular name brands

MNINOWS

RENTAL MOTORS

new evninude and elto motors

store opens everyday at 9:00 a.m.

SUNDAYS 9 TO 11 A.M.

oxford sporting goods
May It Please The Court
A Report From The Legal Minds
Respectfully submitted by
R. M. "Bob" Allen

HONORARY
Every year Phi Delta Phi, legal fraternity, makes an award to "the best, in the opinion of the members, of student, and
feel the distinction, indicative of the successful lawyer, of character,
and general ability, of a junior law student in any law school." This
year was Will Winter of Gettysburg, out-going Editor of the Law
Journal.

Phi Alpha Delta always makes an award to the winners of the
"Oratorical" and "Graffiti" Contests. Last year, Reprinted from
McMurray and Raymond T. Jarvis, and Mr. Herbert Salt as
the Graffiti contest, winners. Unfortunately, this year's recipients
have been Juan Garcia, on the other final, Dale McPike and Gene
Wilt, on the "Oratorical" contest. The winners each received four
straight competitive arguments.

FRANKFITT, J. SPEAKS
At a banquet last Friday night, honoring him and Judge Riley
of the Federal District Court, ole Miss law student, Brad
Wilt, W. E. White, and Juan Garcia

The Journal has been augmented recently by the appointment
of Assistant Editors, of Bill Carter, Jon Nutt, and Bob Allen.

At the Law Review Conference, held here the weekend of
March 8, Judge Rufus B. Jones, and Judge Roger B. Higginbotham,
Chairman of the American Bar Association, were invited as
East, to answer to this, the Mississippi Law Journal is soliciting
the student Editor. Roughly, the function of this section will be to
criticize the judicial legislation before and after it is passed and
also prepare it for the court. Selected as Legislative Editor was
Bruce Davis, of College Park, Georgia.

The other law Journal office holders are Bob Roby, Editor for
writing, Will Winter, Art Editor, Evelyn Sholtz, and Jack Harrington, Omnibus Editors.

Dear Sir or Madam,

As a member of the UM Law School graduating class of
1969, I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for
publishing the article "A System for the Proper Handling of
Legal Matters" by Robert J. Bagley, which appeared in the
April 1969 issue of the Journal of the American Bar
Association.

I was particularly interested in the article because it
outlined a system for the proper handling of legal matters
which I believe can be adapted to the practice of law in
Mississippi. I would appreciate it if you could provide me
with any additional information you may have on this
subject.

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]

Dear Sir or Madam,

I am writing to express my appreciation for the article
"A System for the Proper Handling of Legal Matters"
by Robert J. Bagley, which appeared in the April 1969 issue

I was particularly interested in the article because it
outlined a system for the proper handling of legal matters
which I believe can be adapted to the practice of law in
Mississippi. I would appreciate it if you could provide me
with any additional information you may have on this
subject.

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]
Boys Softball Season
Reaches Smashing End
With Closing Contests

The lidstone "Torrieri" boiled over the Norwinian Crown at 2:4. The "Torrieri" struck the win in the first inning with Rice, adding 4 to the tally. The lidstone's dominating pitcher held the Norwinian Crown scoreless for the first three frames. The Delco circled the bases for 17 in a four frame battle with the lidstone's. In the fifth inning, making the trip 6 times, Frank Bishop, excellent for the lidstone, held the Sigma Chi's score for the first 5 innings, giving up only three hits. The lidstone's hit led the Sigma Chi 11 to 1. The Delco's "Torrieri" first hit for another win over the engineers, scoring a 15-6 win.

Virgil Bowen

The Phi Kappa Psi's last 12 in 2 to Delta Psi, after holding the Delta's seventeen for three frames. Bowden hurled the Sigmas and knocked out a wild fourth frame. The Engineers and Sigma Phi Pharmacy school fought a tough battle for eight innings. With the score tied at 4 in the seventh the Flamingo fought off the Engineers 1-2 in 9 by scoring 2 runs in the ninth against the Independents. The Engineers salvaged a winning field, outgaining the Engineers 15:12, the Engineers' 12:10. Beta Theta Psi, defeated the Delta Phi 15:1 in 5, getting terrific slugging by Edie, Smith, and Ely 39:21. Delta Phi 15:10, marking up 12 runs in a wild third inning.

A TO'S Big

A TO went on a fishing trip on Monday and decided to take the Delta Phi's 3:2 in 4 after holding the Delta's seventeen for three frames. Bowden hurled the Sigmas and knocked out a wild fourth frame. The Engineers and Sigma Phi Pharmacy school fought a tough battle for eight innings. With the score tied at 4 in the seventh the Flamingo fought off the Engineers 1-2 in 9 by scoring 2 runs in the ninth against the Independents. The Engineers salvaged a winning field, outgaining the Engineers 15:12, the Engineers' 12:10. Beta Theta Psi, defeated the Delta Phi 15:1 in 5, getting terrific slugging by Edie, Smith, and Ely 39:21. Delta Phi 15:10, marking up 12 runs in a wild third inning.

Beta Theta Psi

Javelin-Jeffries, K. Furrigan, Fursham 1933, (F.) Long hurdles—Speed, Foggan, Boyer, 20; Mile relay—B. McCall, C. Connor, Branch, and Neely, 3:35.5 Freshman Summary

109 — Bradley Hart, Stagg—20.1; 440—Stagg, Roy, 52.5; Mile—Reagan (BO) Hall, Johnson, High Jump, Meyers (BO) Harrison, Cooper, (F.) High hurdles—Simmons Myers (BO) Spear, Lounsbury, 25; 21—Bradley, Hart, Braxton, Santermay, 22; Pole vault, Cooper, Crenshaw, Davers 17.14; Broad Jump—Myers, Simmons, Saxton, 20.10. Second team.

There's Nothing So Good
As A Fine Steak...
Served with combination salad and our special dressing.

The Mansion
J. A. SEAY, Owner

Interesting Softball Play-offs
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Wind Up Intramural Sports

The intramural softball play-offs will be held Monday and Tuesday. These games will terminate this year's intramural sports activities. A game between the Sigma Chi's and ATO later in the week will determine this year's intramural sports activities. The girls championship will be decided Monday afternoon when the Delta Zeta's meet the independents. Since the tournament is double elimination, and the independents have already eliminated two teams, they will probably play Tuesday.
SPORTSVIEWS

BY BILL STREET

REBEL WIND-UP

The Southern Conference track meet was held this week, and Miss Betty McAdams of Olin, a former member of the Rebel track team, won the 100-yard dash. Miss McAdams, who is a senior at Alcorn State University, ran the distance in 11.9 seconds, and her time is the fastest ever recorded in the conference.

PITTY THE UMP

Infrared sports have also reached a high point of interest this season. Coach Pat Murphree of Mississippi State University, a former Rebel track star, has been coaching his team to victory in the Southern Conference.

VANDERBND To Pitch
When Baby Rebs Play
Final Season Contest

Stella Blackwell's freshman basketball team has been the best in the Southeast this season. The team has won all of its games, and is now headed for the Southern Conference championship.

Student To Play To See
First Rebel Grid Game

The University of Mississippi football team is seeking new players for its gridiron team. The team is scheduled to play its first game of the season against Alabama on September 19.

Girl Softballers
Wind Up Season;
Only Tourney Left

The 1964 edition of the Girl's Softball League is coming to a close with the conclusion of the Conference championship. The League is composed of 10 teams, and the conference will hold its final meeting at the University of Mississippi on Saturday, May 21.

REBELS REBUILDING U P L A N E S
For Southeastern Affairs
At Birmingham May 21

Win Knight's Rebel squadron has been building the strength of its team with new players. The team is expected to compete in the Southern Conference championship at Birmingham on May 21. The Rebel team is expected to win the championship.

THE WATER'S FINE
We're Not All Wet But You May Be Unseen

You Get

HAIR-DRY SWIM CAPS
TARTAN WINDSHIELD
JOHNSON'S ANTISEPTIC OIL
SUN GLASSES
EARPLUGS

GATHRIGHT-REED DRUG CO.
"Trusted Ones of Times Each Year"

TOWLE COMES TO
Elliot's Jewelry Store

RITZ THEATRE--Oxford
FRIDAY, MAY 13
3:30 - 7:00 - 9:10 - 9:35 - 10:30 and 1:30

"MAKE BELIEVE BALLROOM" with
JEROME COURTLAND, RUTH WARRICK, KING COLE, KAY STARR, ROY BARNES, RAY MCKINLEY, GEORGE KRAPOU, CHARLIE BARKER, JIMMY DIDDLE

SATURDAY, MAY 14
3:30 - 7:00 - 9:10 - 9:35 - 10:30 and 1:30

"BLONDIE'S SECRET" with
PENNY SINGLETON and ARTHUR LAKE

Friday, May 13, 1943
Thursday, May 19, 20
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY, MAY 19, 20
"THE BOY WITH THE GREEN HAIR"
with
PAT O'BRIEN, BARBARA HALE, ROBERT RYAN, DEAN STOCKWELL

Saturday, May 21
10:30 - 1:30 - 4:30 - 7:30

"STAGE TO MESA CITY" with
AL LAFARGE and AL PHILLIPS

"ONE MILLION B.C.
with
VICTOR MATURE, CAROL LANDIS and LENI CHANEY, JR.

Richard W. Elliott
Jeweler
Watch and Jewelry Repair
PHONE 317
WEST SIDE SQUARE
Friday, March 13, 1949
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 Phi Delta Thetas Will Present Annual Blue and White Ball Tonight

Phi Delta Theta will present its annual Blue and White Ball tonight at 8 o'clock at the Lamplighter Inn. The ball will be attended by a large number of Fraternity men. The theme will center around the 100 years of Phi Delta Theta.

Phi Delta and other Tom Aiken and Cookie Watson, John Adragna and date, John Berkley and Zoye Hollingsworth, Hurley Barker and date, Jack Bondit and Ann Lourie, Jerry Senn and date, Jack Clumington and Lea Heath Smith.

Bobbie Berkley and date, Mrs. Ed Carr, William F. Lewis and date, Shanna Curtis and Helen Burnside, Louise Debenham and Christine Anderson, Zina Demall and Carol Christopher, Buddy Stlick and Billy Bring Herring, Mary Ellis and date, J. O. Emmrich and Vivian Sewell.

Lever Foulster and Sarah Davis, Bobbi Garber and date, Bobbi Garber and date, George Garrard and date, Tom Garret and Frances Helms, Charlie Harris and Ellen Will Emmerson, John Hayes and date, Bill Hoffman and Betty Jean Headmon, John Jackson and Betty Brown, Phil Johnson and Sue Thompson.

Homer Joiner and date, E. Lewis and Frances Mahon, Bill Long and June Evins, Michael and Bill McLaughlin, Joann and Dale McDaniel, Bobbie McDaniel and date, Bill McKeen and date, Bill McPee and date and John McNeel and date.


The theme of the ball will be "The University of Mississippi at 100 Years." There will be a large number of Fraternity men in attendance.

For College Men...

A Convertible For The Campus

YES SIR! There are two ways about this shower hat by DOBBS. It is the ideal hat for the young man . . . the one that likes one hat for two jobs . . . and one that looks good for both. The DOBBS CONVERTIBLE is so light that you will hardly realize that you are wearing a hat . . . it is so cool that you will feel a constant breeze and its style-right construction will wow the ladies. It was constructed for all the fellows who would like to have a convertible on the campus . . . wouldn't you?

You can't go wrong with something so RIGHT for you . . . for the hot weather . . . for work or for play . . . as the DOBBS CONVERTIBLE.

A Convertible For The Campus

FOR SALE Typewriters

NOTE: Forest green that could hide will be re- served in the office of the Purchasing Agent until 4 p.m., May 19, 1949 for the University of Mississippi Typewriter Sale.

All bids must be sealed and plainly marked on the outside of envelopes "BID ON TYPEWRITERS FILE 5-19-49".

6.50 Per Hour Typewriters for sale may be inspected at the University Supply Store any time during office hours.

The right to reject any bid is hereby reserved.

UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI

H. E. Husey, Purchasing Agent

UNIVERSITY CAFETERIA

The University CAFETERIA

Friday, May 13, 1949
GRADUATING VETS

If you are a married vet, graduating this semester: Call 795-7 and let me help you solve your moving problems.

FRANCIS B. STEVENS

MISSISSIPPI MOVING & STORAGE CO.

TOPS WITH THE TOP STARS IN HOLLYWOOD AND WITH COLLEGES TOO—

MORE COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKING CHESTERFIELD THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE... by latest national survey

"When you smoke CHESTERFIELD you get a Milder, cooler smoke.
That's why it's My Cigarette."

JOHN LUND

STARING IN

"BRIDE OF VENGEANCE"

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

Copyright 1949, Selznick & Co. Inc.